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Unwavering performance standards.

Track-proven engineering.

Class-leading engine size.1

Because crafting a performance vehicle

 to exceed all expectations means nothing

if it doesn’t lead to the experience

of something greater.

The 2019 Lexus RC F.

Experience Amazing



The 2019 RC F

RC F shown in Nebula Gray Pearl // Options shown

R C  F

467-horsepower2 5.0-liter V8. Eight-speed Sport Direct-Shift 
transmission with Manual-mode torque converter lockup in gears two 
through eight. Available Torque Vectoring Differential with Slalom, Track 
and Standard modes. F-Adaptive Variable Suspension with adjustable 
damping. Digital instrumentation with G-force display and lap-time 
counter. Speed-activated rear wing. Amazon Alexa3 compatibility. 
Added iPhone4 functionality via Apple CarPlay®4 integration.

2 3
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Obsessively engineered for optimal aerodynamics, a  
low-set front fascia channels air through the vented hood, 
while signature F vented and flared fenders with front  
ducts channel airflow and help reduce brake fade.

RC F shown in Ultra White with Circuit Red leather interior trim (left), RC F shown with  
Stratus Gray leather and Black Carbon Fiber interior trim (right) // Options shown
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RC F shown in Ultrasonic Blue Mica 2.05 // Options shown
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Meticulously engineered from the ground up, the RC F boasts 
specialized manufacturing techniques like high-strength adhesive 
bonding, laser brazing, and multi-spot and laser screw welding, 
which add rigidity to help optimize handling stability and response.

RC F shown in Caviar // Options shown
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The RC F was honed from the most 
dominating Lexus vehicles ever 
built, at tracks like Fuji Speedway 
and other iconic proving grounds. 
Through exhaustive testing and 
tuning, the RC F was painstakingly 
developed to provide an optimum 
balance of visceral power and 
control. Infused with the DNA of 
the RC F GT36 racing program, 
the 2019 RC F delivers razor-
sharp handling with white-knuckle 
acceleration. 

TRACK BORN

From compulsive engineering
that demands respect on  
the circuit comes impulsive 
performance for the road.  

P E R F O R M A N C E

RC F shown in Ultrasonic Blue Mica 2.05 // Options shown
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P E R F O R M A N C E

RC F shown in Infrared5 // Options shown

POWERHOUSE  
O F  P E R F O R M A N C E
The largest V8 in its class.1 And the only 
one that’s naturally aspirated.1

Forged from the asphalt up, the RC F’s specially tuned 467-horsepower2 
5.0-liter V8 is not only the largest engine in its class,1 it’s an unprecedented 
feat of precision engineering. Making this powerful V8 even more 
stirring, it emits a throaty, specially tuned intake and exhaust sound as it  
screams to its impressive 7,300-rpm redline. The RC F’s lightning-fast 
eight-speed Sport Direct-Shift transmission with downshift rev-matching 
features optimally positioned paddle shifters for split-second upshifts 
all the way to its 168-mph top track speed.2,7

4.4
0–60 mph (sec)2,7

Engineering a deft performance vehicle to carve through slalom 
courses or dominate straightaways requires an optimal balance of 
innovative components, like lightweight titanium valves and high-
strength, forged connecting rods. A brisk 4.4-second zero to 602,7  
is the result. 
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P E R F O R M A N C E

RC F shown in Flare Yellow5 // Options shown

UNPRECEDENTED 
L E V E L S  O F  AG I L I T Y
Grab hold of the pavement  
with superior handling  
and enhanced response.

Engineered to conquer the road, 70% of the lightweight double-
wishbone-type front and multilink rear suspension components were  
designed specifically for the RC F. Delivering performance on  
demand, an advanced F-Adaptive Variable Suspension features variable 
levels of damping that can react to road conditions in real time, 
stiffening for enhanced response, based on the mode selected. Drive 
Mode Select offers five unique settings, including a Custom mode  
for the ultimate in driver personalization. 

M A S S I V E  S TO P P I N G  P O W E R  
O F  B R E M B O ® B R A K E S

Reining back a high-performance machine requires serious stopping  
power. With 14.9-inch front rotors clamped by massive six-piston 
aluminum monoblock Brembo calipers,8,9 these high-performance 
brakes feature high-friction pads9 and a fast-cooling, slotted rotor 
design to help reduce brake fade. For distinctive style, the available 
orange calipers feature an iconic F logo. 

5
performance drive modes
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P E R F O R M A N C E

RC F shown in Nebula Gray Pearl // Options shown  

Experience even more exhilaration  
with the RC F Performance Package’s 

exclusive carbon fiber components, 
fabricated at the same workshop  

used to develop those on the world- 
renowned LFA supercar. With distinctive 

style and the same structural rigidity  
as standard steel components, the 

carbon fiber roof and speed-activated 
rear wing both help to reduce weight  

for more responsive handling.

PURE EXHILARATION  
O N  D E M A N D
The RC F Performance Package delivers exclusive 
handling technology and carbon fiber components.

For added agility, the RC F offers a Torque Vectoring Differential. 
Designed to improve performance with three driver-selectable modes— 
Standard, Slalom and Track—it can respond in one-thousandth of a 
second to vary torque distribution according to cornering conditions. 
By sending more power to the outside rear tire, it helps propel the  
RC F around turns for enhanced agility, while helping you to hold your 
line with ultimate precision.
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D E S I G N

RC F shown in Infrared5 // Options shown

For optimal performance and 
control, exclusive F-badged 
high-back sport seats embrace 
you from hip to shoulder. Their 
unique design is constructed to 
disperse body pressure, increase 
support, and help hold you firmly 
through turns. The stitching 
pattern on the seats was inspired 
by specially crafted athletic 
sportswear and is carefully 
calculated to help provide greater 
muscular support and grip in 
high-G situations.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Optimized for high-G 
circuit driving, exclusive 
precision-crafted sport 
seats grip you as firmly 
as you grip the road.
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D E S I G N

TRACK R E A DY
Exhilarates with race-inspired details.

Options shown

A bold digital tachometer keeps up with rapid revs in the gauge 
cluster, as a full-color LCD display shows drive mode, gear position, 
G-force, lap times and customizable displays. Large paddle shifters 
are positioned for faster gear changes, and a thick-grip steering 
wheel feels as if it were specifically molded to your hands. And, at 
speeds above 50 mph, the RC F deploys its speed-activated rear 
wing for additional downforce.
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T E C H N O LO GY

UNCOMPROMISING 
TECHNOLOGY

From added iPhone®4 
functionality via Apple 

CarPlay®4 integration to 
available Mark Levinson® 

surround sound, every 
innovation is designed 

to thrill.

RC F shown with Apple CarPlay®4 integration and Black leather interior trim // Options shown

The RC F doesn’t just connect you to the road—it connects 
you, period. In addition to Amazon Alexa3 compatibility and 
available onboard Wi-Fi™ capability, it offers a large 10.3- 
inch high-resolution multimedia display with split-screen 
access and full-screen map view. The Remote Touchpad10 is 
more than just a way to access multimedia and climate 
controls or available Navigation.11 It features a large touch- 
surface area and intuitive operation via pinch, swipe and 
flick gestures10—just like your smartphone. Then, for sound 
without compromise, the available 17-speaker, 835-watt 
Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System12 
envelops occupants in three-dimensional sound that rivals 
even the finest home audio systems.
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T E C H N O LO GY

RC F shown with Black leather and Black Carbon Fiber interior trim // Options shown

D E L I V E RY  A N D  T E C H N O LO G Y  S P E C I A L I S T S 

To help you get the most out of these and other Lexus features, a Vehicle Delivery Specialist will walk you through nearly every setting and function you 
desire. And to answer questions that arise after delivery, a Vehicle Technology Specialist can offer expert guidance in person or without you ever leaving 
the driveway via camera-enabled apps like FaceTime. ®18 Learn more about these complimentary services at lexus.com/specialists.

A P P L E  C A R P L AY®

With Apple CarPlay4 compatibility, you can access the same familiar 
interface from your iPhone®15 through the vehicle’s multimedia display. 
Simply connect your iPhone to get directions, make calls, send and 
receive messages via Siri,®16 and get access to your favorite apps like 
Spotify,® Audible® and Apple Podcasts.™17

L E X U S  E N F O R M 

Lexus Enform13 elevates connected technology and provides 
concierge-level convenience. From emergency assistance and a live 
response center agent, to the ability to start your engine remotely14 
through your smartphone, smartwatch or using the Lexus skill on 
Amazon Alexa–enabled3 devices, our premium suite of connected 
technology offers peace of mind with every drive.

INNOVATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.  
AN D  B E YO N D . 

A M A ZO N  A L E X A

Bring all the convenience of Amazon Alexa3 on the road. Using only 
your voice, you can easily access thousands of the same skills you get 
with Alexa at home. Listen to audiobooks, stream Amazon Music,3 
make lists, check the weather, get news briefings and much more. You 
can also use it to control compatible smart-home devices such as 
lighting, thermostat and security systems. Offering added in-vehicle 
convenience, Alexa even syncs to your Navigation System11 to provide 
on-the-go recommendations.
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T E C H N O LO GY

RC F shown in Caviar // Options shown

 PEACE OF MIND,  STA N DA R D
Presenting Lexus Safety System+, an integrated suite 
of class-leading standard active safety equipment.1,19

P R E - C O L L I S I O N  S Y S T E M  W I T H  
P E D E S T R I A N  D E T E C T I O N

This system20 is engineered to help detect a 
vehicle or a pedestrian21 in the path of your 
Lexus under certain conditions. Should it 
detect a potential frontal collision, it’s designed  
to automatically prepare Brake Assist22 for 
increased brake force and, in some cases, can 
even automatically brake the vehicle to a stop.

L A N E  D E PA R T U R E  A L E R T 
W I T H  S T E E R I N G  A S S I S T

This system23 utilizes a camera to monitor visible 
lane markings. If an inadvertent lane departure, 
or potential departure due to swaying, is 
detected at speeds above 32 mph, the system 
is designed to warn you so that you can steer 
back into the lane, and can even take slight 
corrective measures to help keep you within 
your visibly marked lane.

 
I N T E L L I G E N T  H I G H  B E A M S

To help provide greater visibility for you as  
well as other drivers, Intelligent High Beams25 
offer added illumination to help keep you 
focused on the road. When the road ahead is 
clear, the system defaults to high-beam  
mode, then temporarily switches to low beams 
when it detects the headlamps or taillamps of 
vehicles ahead.

H I G H - S P E E D  DY N A M I C  R A D A R 
C R U I S E  C O N T R O L

This system24 uses radar and camera technology 
to help you maintain a preset speed and 
following distance from the vehicle ahead. If 
you get closer than the preset distance, the 
throttle is automatically reduced and the brakes 
may be applied. As soon as the road ahead 
clears, your Lexus returns to its preset speed.
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 S TA N D A R D  O N  E V E RY  R C F

 

 LED headlamps and daytime running lights

 TORSEN® limited-slip rear differential27

 F-Adaptive Variable Suspension

 Speed-activated rear wing

A    10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat and eight-way front 
passenger’s sport seat

 Rear-seat armrest with trunk pass-through

 NuLuxe®28 interior trim

  Dual-zone climate control with interior air filter, smog sensor 
and automatic recirculation mode

 Electrochromic (auto-dimming) rearview mirror

 SmartAccess29,30 with push-button Start/Stop

B   LFA-inspired instrumentation including G-force display and 
lap timer

 Drive Mode Select with Sport S/S+ and Custom modes

 Paddle shifters

 Remote Touchpad10

 Amazon Alexa3 compatibility

 Lexus Enform App Suite 2.013

  Lexus Multimedia System10 with 7.0-in color display and 
compatible Scout® GPS Link13,31 with MapStream™ and 
TurnStream™ modes. Complimentary for the first three years 
of ownership.

  Subscription-free Traffic and Weather updates via HD Radio™32

  Bluetooth®33 and USB34 smartphone connectivity

 Dynamic Voice Command35 and Siri Eyes Free16

 Lexus 10-speaker Premium Sound System

  Lexus Enform Wi-Fi. Complimentary 4GB/one-year trial36 is 
included.

  Lexus Enform Remote14 app and Amazon Alexa3 
compatibility. Complimentary for the first year of ownership.

 Apple CarPlay®4 integration

  Lexus Enform Safety Connect37 and Service Connect.38 
Complimentary for the first 10 years of ownership.

 Lexus Safety System+19

 Backup camera39

 Eight standard airbags40

 Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management41

  Complimentary maintenance services (please refer to the 
Warranty and Services Guide for details)

For a complete list of Genuine Lexus Accessories,  
visit lexus.com/RCF/accessories. Options shown.

A C C E S S O R I E S

D ILLUMINATED DOOR SILLS 
Illuminated door sills include a protective stainless-steel 
overlay. 

CARPET TRUNK MAT  
Keeps your trunk looking like new.

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR LINERS43 
Tub-style perimeter design helps provide optimal protection 
and an ideal fit. 

CARGO NET 
An innovative cargo net with integrated storage pouch.

REAR BUMPER APPLIQUÉ 
Helps protect your bumper from scratches, gouges and 
marring.

PAINT PROTECTION FILM44  BY 3M™  
Protects your car with a durable, nearly invisible urethane film.

DOOR EDGE GUARDS 
Help protect your vertical door edges from dings and chips.

I N D I V I D U A L  O P T I O N S

C Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps

Leather interior trim

Intuitive Parking Assist42

Power moonroof

Orange Brembo brake calipers8,9

RC F

467
H O R S E P O W E R 2

V8
E N G I N E

5.0
L I T E R

RWD
S TA N D A R D

8
S P E E D

4.4
0 – 6 0  M P H  ( S E C ) 2,7

16 / 25 / 19
C T Y  /  H W Y  /  C M B 
E S T I M AT E D  M P G 26

OVERALL LENGTH 185.2 IN / WHEELBASE 107.5 IN / WIDTH 72.6 IN (MIRRORS FOLDED) / HEIGHT 54.7 IN

DIMENSIONS

“Lexus is Kelley Blue Book’s 2018 Best Overall Luxury Brand.” 45

                                                                                                                 —KELLEY BLUE BOOK
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RC F shown in Ultra White // Options shown

19-in
Split-10-spoke forged alloy wheels50 by BBS
AVAILABLE

19-in
Hand-polished 20-spoke forged alloy wheels50 
by BBS
AVAILABLE

19-in
Split-seven-spoke forged alloy wheels50 by BBS
STANDARD

The largest standard forged wheels50 in the class1 make a 
statement while enhancing performance through increased 
strength and decreased weight.

 WHEELS
 
Forged alloy wheels by BBS  
add an edge.

PR EM I U M  PACK AG E 
 

Black Carbon Fiber interior trim
Heated and ventilated front seats
Lexus Memory System for power driver’s seat, 
outside mirrors and steering wheel
Blind Spot Monitor46 with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert47

Electrochromic (auto-dimming) outside mirrors 
with auto tilt-down in reverse
Intuitive Parking Assist42

Rain-sensing windshield wipers and water-repellent 
front-door glass

PER FO R M AN CE  PACK AG E 
 

Carbon fiber roof
Carbon fiber speed-activated rear wing
Torque Vectoring Differential

N AV I GATI O N  PACK AG E 
 

Navigation System11 with DVD/CD player and 10.3-in 
color multimedia display 
Lexus Enform Dynamic Navigation.13,35 Complimentary 
for up to the first three years of ownership.
Lexus Enform Destination Assist.48 Complimentary for 
the first year of ownership.

N AV I GATI O N / M AR K  L E V I N S O N  
AU D I O  PACK AG E 

 
Includes Navigation Package, plus:
Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System12

17 speakers
835-watt Class-D amplifier
Clari-Fi®49 audio processing
Auto-volume technology
Machined-aluminum control knobs

AL L-WE ATH ER  PACK AG E 
 

Windshield wiper de-icer
Headlamp washers
Heated steering wheel 
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For configuration detai ls , v is i t lexus .com/RCFbuild
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WARRANTY Four-year/50,000-mile Lexus Limited Warranty. Six-year/70,000-mile Powertrain Warranty. Six-year/unlimited-mileage Corrosion Perforation Warranty. All warranties with 
zero deductible. See the RC F Warranty and Services Guide at your Lexus dealer for details.
DISCLOSURES 1. 2019 RC F vs. 2018 competitors. Information from manufacturers’ websites as of 3/12/2018. 2. Ratings achieved using the required premium unleaded gasoline with an 
octane rating of 91 or higher. If premium fuel is not used, performance will decrease. 3. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Certain Alexa 
functionality is dependent on smart home technology. Not all Amazon Alexa skills are available for in-vehicle use. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps, prices and services vary by 
phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Subject to smartphone connectivity and capability. Data charges may apply. 4. Apple CarPlay and iPhone are trademarks of 
Apple Inc. All rights reserved. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps, prices and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Subject to smartphone 
connectivity and capability. Data charges may apply. 5. Ultrasonic Blue Mica 2.0, Infrared and Flare Yellow available for an additional charge. 6. Racecars are not available to public. RC F GT3 
racecar shown. 7. Performance figures are for comparison only and were obtained with prototype vehicles by professional drivers using special safety equipment and procedures. Do not attempt.  
8. Brembo is a registered trademark of Brembo S.p.A. 9. High-friction brakes require periodic inspection and measurement as outlined in the Warranty and Services Guide. The pads and rotors 
are expected to experience greater wear than conventional brakes. Pad life may be less than 20,000 miles, and brake rotor life may be less than 50,000 miles depending on driving conditions. 
It is an inherent characteristic of materials and design of brake pads used in this high-performance brake system that brake noise/squeal may result. 10. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and 
maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. 11. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Availability and accuracy of 
the information provided by the Navigation System is dependent upon many factors. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Services and programming subject to change. 
Services not available in every city or roadway. Updates may be available from your dealer at an additional cost. See Owner’s Manual for details. 12. Mark Levinson is a registered trademark of 
Harman International Industries, Inc. 13. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Apps/services vary by phone/carrier; functionality 
depends on many factors. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps and services subject to change at any time without notice. See lexus.com/enform for 
details. 14. Use only if aware of circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so (e.g., do not remotely start engine if vehicle is in an enclosed space or vehicle is occupied by a 
child). Remote Connect is dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS satellite signal reception, and other factors outside of Lexus’ control, 
which can limit the ability or functionality of the system. Registration and app download are required. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner’s Manual. To learn about Lexus 
Enform’s data collection, use, sharing and retention, please visit https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/. The Remote Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase 
or lease of a new vehicle. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. 15. iPhone is a registered trademark of 
Apple Inc. All rights reserved. 16. Always drive safely, obey traffic laws and focus on the road while driving. Siri is available on select iPhone/iPad models and requires Internet access. Siri is not 
available in all languages or all areas and features vary by area. Some Siri functionality and commands are not accessible in the vehicle. Data charges may apply. See Apple.com and phone carrier 
for details. Siri is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 17. Apple Podcasts is a trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. Spotify is a registered trademark of Spotify Technology Holding. Audible 
is a registered service mark of Audible, Inc. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps, prices and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Subject 
to smartphone connectivity and capability. Data charges may apply. 18. FaceTime is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Apps, prices 
and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Subject to smartphone connectivity and capability. Data charges may apply. 19. LSS+ drivers are responsible 
for their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See 
Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 20. The LSS+ Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or reduce the crash speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is 
not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations 
and details. 21. The Pedestrian Detection System is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed. It is not a substitute for 
safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrians, and weather, light and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional 
limitations and details. 22. Brake Assist is designed to help the driver take full advantage of the benefits of ABS. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Braking effectiveness also depends 
on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 23. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read visible lane 
markers under certain conditions. It provides a visual and audible alert and slight steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and 
attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 24. Dynamic Radar Cruise 
Control is designed to assist the driver and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors, including road, weather and traffic 
conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 25. Intelligent High Beams operate at speeds above 25 mph. Factors such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain 
limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 26. 2019 EPA estimates. Actual mileage will vary. 
27. TORSEN® is a registered trademark of Zexel Torsen, Inc. 28. NuLuxe is a registered trademark of Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 29. The SmartAccess system may interfere with some 
pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system. 30. The engine immobilizer is a state-of-the-
art anti-theft system. When you insert your key into the ignition switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle, the key transmits an electronic code to the vehicle. The engine will only start if the 
code in the transponder chip inside the key/fob matches the code in the vehicle’s immobilizer. Because the transponder chip is embedded in the key/fob, it can be costly to replace. If you lose a 
key or fob, your Lexus dealer can help. Alternatively, you can find a qualified independent locksmith to perform high-security key services by consulting your local Yellow Pages or by contacting 
www.aloa.org. 31. The Scout GPS Link app is compatible with select vehicle models. Availability and accuracy of the information provided by Scout GPS Link is subject to change at any time 
without notice and is dependent upon many factors, including smartphone connectivity, capability and cellular reception. Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic rules. Data charges 
may apply. Scout and Telenav are registered trademarks of Telenav, Inc. The Scout GPS Link trial is at no extra cost and begins when the app is downloaded on the vehicle. Contact the Lexus 
Customer Assistance Center at 800-255-3987 for length of trial period. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions 
apply. 32. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. HD Radio Technology manufactured under license from iBiquity Digital Corporation 
U.S. and Foreign Patents. HD Radio and the HD, HD Radio, and “Arc” logos are proprietary trademarks of iBiquity Digital Corp. 33. Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority 
while driving. Do not use the hands-free phone system if it will distract you. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks 
by Lexus is under license. A compatible Bluetooth-enabled phone must first be paired. Phone performance depends on software, coverage and carrier. 34. May not be compatible with all mobile 
phones, MP3/WMA players and like models. 35. Dynamic Navigation and Dynamic Voice Command are dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation 
map data and GPS satellite signal reception, and other factors outside of Lexus’ control, which can limit the ability or functionality of the system. To learn about Lexus Enform’s data collection, use, 
sharing and retention, please visit https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Services and programming subject to change. Services not 
available in every city or roadway. Subscription required upon end of trial service period. See Navigation System Owner’s Manual for additional details. The Dynamic Navigation three-year trial 
begins the earlier of when the vehicle hits 100 miles or a year after the multimedia system manufacture date, regardless of when you purchase or lease the vehicle. Terms and conditions of 
subscriber agreement apply. 36. The Wi-Fi Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the date of activation. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required 
to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. 37. Lexus Safety Connect is dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection and other factors outside of Lexus’ 
control, which can limit the ability to reach the response center or receive emergency support or otherwise limit the functionality or availability of the system. Terms and conditions of 
subscription service agreement apply. To learn about Lexus’ data collection, use, sharing and retention, please visit https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/. Stolen vehicle police report required 
to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. The Safety Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the trial period expires, enrollment in 
paid subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. 38. Information provided is based on the last time data was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. 
Service Connect is dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS satellite signal reception, and other factors outside of Lexus’ control, 
which can limit the ability or functionality of the system. To learn about Lexus Enform’s data collection, use, sharing and retention, please visit https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/. The Service 
Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required 
to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. 39. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle 
and use your mirrors to confirm rearward clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness and view may become obscured. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and 
details. 40. All the airbag systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems. All airbags (if installed) are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types of severe collisions. To 
decrease the risk of injury from an inflating airbag, always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible. Do not put objects in front of an airbag or around the 
seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 41. Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management (VDIM) 
is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. Factors including speed, road 
conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect whether VDIM will be effective in preventing a loss of control. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 42. Intuitive 
Parking Assist (IPA) is designed to assist drivers in avoiding potential collisions at speeds of 9 mph or less. Certain vehicle and environmental factors, including an object’s speed, shape, size and 
composition, may affect the system’s effectiveness. Always look around outside the vehicle and use mirrors to confirm clearance. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details.  
43. Carpet and all-weather floor liners/mats are model-specific with model names. Floor liners/mats are designed for use in a specific model and model year vehicle and SHOULD NOT be used 
in any other vehicle. To avoid potential interference with pedal operation, each liner/mat must be secured with its fasteners. Do not install a floor liner/mat on top of an existing floor liner/mat.  
44. Genuine Lexus Paint Protection Film by 3M™ is designed for specific sections of the hood and front fenders. Depending on the model, it may also be applied to select portions of the front 
bumper for an additional charge. Lexus Genuine Accessory Warranty will only apply when the installation is performed by a trained Lexus-approved installer. See Lexus dealer for details.  
45. 2018 Kelley Blue Book Brand Image Awards are based on the Brand Watch™ study from Kelley Blue Book Strategic Insights. For more information, visit www.kbb.com. Kelley Blue Book is 
a registered trademark of Kelley Blue Book Co., Inc. 46. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the 
function, detection and range of the monitor. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 47. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over your 
shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details.  
48. Destination Assist is dependent upon an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS satellite signal reception, and other factors outside of Lexus’ control, 
which can limit the ability or functionality of the system. Use common sense when relying on this information. To learn about Lexus Enform’s data collection, use, sharing and retention, please visit 
https://www.lexus.com/privacyvts/. See Owner’s Manual for additional details. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new 
vehicle. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. 49. Clari-Fi is a registered 
trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. 50. 19-in performance tires are expected to experience greater tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life may be substantially less than mileage 
expectancy or 15,000 miles, depending upon driving conditions.
Lexus strives to build vehicles to match customer interest, and thus they typically are built with popular options and option packages. Not all options/packages are available separately, and some may 
not be available in all regions of the country. See lexus.com for information about options/packages commonly available in your area. If you would prefer a vehicle without any or with different options, 
contact your dealer to check for current availability or the possibility of placing a special order. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are 
based upon information available at time of printing, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.S.A. vehicles only. Some vehicles shown with available equipment. See your Lexus 
dealer for details. Lexus reminds you to wear seatbelts, secure children in rear seat, obey all traffic laws and drive responsibly. For more information, call 800-USA-LEXUS (872-5398) or visit  
lexus.com. To learn more about your financing options, contact your Lexus dealer or call Lexus Financial Services at 800-874-7050. 
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